Conference: GULF-SOUTH SUMMIT on Service Learning & Civic Engagement, March 2-4, 2011, Roanoke, VA.
(http:///www.cpe.vt.edu/gulf-summit/index.html)

Faculty: Dr. Sukhamay Kundu, Computer Science, LSU.

• First time a separate panel/session in Gulf-South Summit to address Service-Learning issues specific to Computer & Information Sc.
  – Growth of Service-learning in Computer Science & Information Science has been slow.
  – The services that students’ service-learning projects can deliver to clients are different from those in other fields.
  – The students’ learning-goals from such projects also have some different components.

Other Panel Members: one from each of University of Delaware and Duke University.

• Impact on Myself:
  – See the potential use of Service-Learning projects to attract high school students to Computer Science program.
  – More convinced of the need to promote Service-Learning in Computer and Information Science.
  – Learned a few more ways to use Service-Learning in my own course.
  – Some amount of refocusing on my own research in Software Technology.
  – Continue this panel in 2012 Gulf-South Summit and also organize similar sessions at other Computer Science Education conferences.
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